
On the way to operate a capacitor bank, An actual capacitor voltage is increased by system voltage

rise(Transformer Tap Control, Rise of voltage by Harmonics). In order to compensate it, there is a case 

to change a capacitor rating.

At this time, capacitor voltage is compensated only, It can be broken a resonance with reactor.

An actual reactor has a capacity 6%, 8%, 13% etc. of total capacity of capacitor bank.

%L value is an impedance ratio of capacitor inner capacitance(uF) and reactor inner inductance(mH).

Therefore, In order to use a present reactor and compensate a capacitor voltage, capacitor rating

has to be re-calculated through below procedure.

1. has to be re-calculated through below procedure.

System voltage : 6600 V

System voltage : 6600 V 3P 60Hz 1200 kvar

System voltage : 229 V 3P 60Hz 72 kvar

2. Desire spec

Purchase a capacitor 7200v in new and desire to use a present reactor

Then Capacitor capacitance is selected as follows

3. Impedance ratio calculation of present reactor

Calculation of present reactor impedance

229 V 3P 60Hz 72 kvar L=6% (System voltage 6600V)

XL1  = VL
2 ÷ PL1  =  square of rated voltage ÷ single capacity (total reactor capacity/3)

= 2292 ÷ 24000  =  2.185[Ω]

Calculation of present capacitor impedance

6600 V 3P 60Hz 1200 kvar

XC1  = VC
2 ÷ PC1  =  square of rated voltage ÷ single capacity

= 38102 ÷ 400000  =  36.29[Ω]
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Present impedance ratio

%L  = XL ÷ Xc × 100

= 2.185 ÷ 36.29 × 100 = 6.02[%]

4. New capacitor selection

In order to apply a new capacitor 7200v with present reactor, Be calculated P value when %L is fixed to 

6%(fix a impedance of capacitor to 36.29) and capacitor voltage is applied to 7200v.

PC1  = VC
2 ÷ XC1  =  square of rated voltage ÷ single impedance

= 41572 ÷ 36.29  =  476182[var]

Than is 720v 3P 60Hz 1428kvar by calculation.

At this time if it is verified by calculation with the ratio of present reactor and new capacitor.

Calculation of new capacitor impedance

7200 V 3P 60Hz 1428 kvar

XC1  = VC
2 ÷ PC1  =  square of rated voltage ÷ single capacity

= 41572 ÷ 476000  =  36.3[Ω]

The impedance of present reactor is 2.185. If it is calculated a ratio as follows.

%L  = XL ÷ Xc × 100

= 2.185 ÷ 36.3 × 100  =  6.02[%]

In conclusion, it can be composed a capacitor back to 7200v 3P 60Hz 1428kvar.

Therefore, an actual purchasing capacitor is 

7200/4160V 1P 60Hz 238kvar and it can be composed a bank with 6pcs capacitor.
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